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Letters from the Chairs
Welcome all
I’m glad you all survived the end of the world, for the umpteenth time we
are here to celebrate! The goal of con is to bring everyone together, have
fun, maybe learn something new, and geek out no matter your passion.
So please jump right into the madness and enjoy yourselves. To you
staffers, volunteers, vendors, attendees, special guests, anyone I may have
forgotten, thanks for surviving, working so hard, and taking the time to
come to SNAFU Con. Without all of you this event wouldn’t be possible
nor would it be nearly as fun. Well without further ado the year has flown
by and now its time for con!
See you around.
Nathan Sindar
SNAFU Con Chairman

Hey all!
Wow, this year has been quite a thing! We’ve got more programming than ever before, we’ve
added a new room, and we moved Registration out of its (tiny) box which makes registration
people really happy. This year feels like the prep has gone really smoothly compared to
previous years and I hope the convention itself goes just as well.
Please welcome the new additions to our staffing family who are working really hard to make things
awesome. We also lost a few of our usual staffers due to scheduling conflicts or simply life stepping in and
making things difficult. We miss you. Finally, congratulations to Abe who was promoted to Gaming Chair!
Our reg system has gotten a lot of improvements this year that I’m very excited about. All the scheduling was
done with a brand new piece of registration. From now on all panelists can submit panels and let the system
keep it in front of us. The coolest part is we now can have dynamically updating schedules! Links are posted
on the site and on the printed schedule.
All in all, I’m really amazingly super excited for this year! This will be our fourth year and I’m starting to
feel like we are beginning to get a handle on this whole con thing. Whether or not we are, I hope you have an
amazing time because that’s what we’re all about - having a crazy awesome fun time. Enjoy it, and I’ll see
you in the hentai room. =]
~beta
SNAFU Con Vice Chair
SNAFU Con 2013’s Charity:

SNAFU Con 2013

Dear attendees,

I am once again privileged
to speak to you wonderful
people as a vice-chair of
this convention. It has been
a surprisingly busy year
for me, but I’ve been able
to do my best to continue
nurturing this con, albeit
with more delegation than
in previous years. We’ve
had many new additions to
our staff, including a new
vice-chair, and I am happy
to welcome them all.
Our guests this year are quite a robust
group, and I genuinely wish as our programming
director that you look up the scheduled events they are
doing. Between our guests, we easily have enough talent
to take over the world! What’s left of it anyhow.
Speaking of which, our theme this year is postapocalypse. It’s then end of the world as you know it!
Have an adventure! See some things! Do some stuff!
Dance as the world burns! Cackle a little. I find it
therapeutic. After all, there is no sense not swimming
in the crazy a little. To me, that’s really what con life is.
It’s therapy for the spirit. For the rattled mind. A chance
to hang out with all the other weird, nutty people in this
lifestyle and go, “Hey, I’m kinda sane…ish.” Why? I
dunno. Maybe it’s because you lot are my tribe. Maybe
it’s because the family I pick does me just as much good
as the family as I was born with, in different and hopeful
ways.
This will be our fourth year as a convention. I have
made friends through this con, I’ve made connections
that will never necessarily leave me. The kindness,
energy, and strength of this community has kept me
going through this last year, despite my own personal
difficulties. For that I thank you. All of you. I hope you
have a wonderful year, and a fantastic con.
Here in a creepy hooded robe, I sit and wait, menacing
over you. Hoping to see what happens next, amidst the
ruins of the past, and the cheers of the future. I think that
this con will be one to remember. Have a terrifying and
cheerful time!
Your Lord Imperator and Vice-Chair,
Michael McCraven

Hello, everyone.
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Welcome to SNAFU Con’s fourth convention.
I would like to thank each
and every one of you – from
those who have been with us
since the beginning, to those
who have given us the honor
of gracing us with your
presence for the first
time – for making this
convention what it
is today. To say that
we’d be nothing without
your support would be a
massive understatement. Although the planning and
compiling of this event is always a boatload of hard
work for everyone involved, to be quite honest we
wouldn’t have it any other way. You folks
make it all worth it.
I started my anime convention tenure at FanimeCon
in 2009, as a staff member of the Game Room,
which led to more conventions and more Game
Room staff positions as the months went by –
including the very first SNAFU Con back in 2010.
The Game Room has become part of who I am
at this point...I’ve become the guy with way too
many old games for his own good. Being able to
meet all sorts of people during those conventions
has been a privilege since day one, and it will
continue to astound me how amazing folks can be
when they can just be themselves, loving what they
love, amongst those who share that love. And the
gamers? Forget about it. You folks truly live for
this stuff – the level of hype and excitement you
people bring to the table is downright infectious.
I’ve learned a lot from you folks about what it
means to truly enjoy a video game.
The best parts of any convention, according to
a lot of people I’ve asked, are the friendships
and camaraderie that sprout from a con’s unique
environment, and the memories that accompany
those friendships. We hope that you all create some
wonderful memories here.
Have a blast, everyone, and we’ll see you in the
Game Room!
SNAFU Con Gaming Chair,
Abe “Skyline” Navarro
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Guests of Honor
Tiffany
Grant

Ms. Grant has adapted English dubbing scripts for
200+ TV episodes such as ANGELIC LAYER,
HELLO KITTY’S ANIMATION THEATER,
TEARS TO TIARA, AH! MY GODDESS 2,
is excited to attend
THE WALLFLOWER and the live-action Korean
her first con in Reno!
film JUNGLE JUICE. She also penned English
Best known as the
English voice of Asuka subtitles for projects including MIYUKI CHAN
IN WONDERLAND and the live-action TOKYO
in NEON GENESIS
- THE LAST MEGALOPOLIS.
EVANGELION,
Tiffany was the first
Additionally, Tiffany contributed to the albums
anime voice actor hired
“Voices for Peace” and “Voices for Tolerance”
in Texas [Feb. 1994].
www.voicesfor.org. CDs and downloads are
available at www.cdbaby.com and iTunes. All
She has now voiced characters
profits benefit charities like Doctors Without
in 1200+ TV episodes, OVAs & movies including
Borders.
AZUMANGA DAIOH (Kaorin), CHRONO CRUSADE
(Satella), BLUE SEED (Kome), GOLDEN BOY (Madame Non-anime work includes ARLINGTON
President), FMP? FUMOFFU (Bonta-kun), GODANNAR ROAD (with Jeff Bridges) and locally produced
(Shizuru), FULL METAL ALCHEMIST (Marta),
independent films LAUGHING BOY, DEAD OF
MABURAHO (Kuriko), ONE PIECE (Nojiko), THE
KNIGHT and LARS THE EMO KID. Tiffany has
WALLFLOWER (Auntie), NOIR (Altena) and TSUBASA years of experience in theatre and commercials
RESERVOIR CHRONICLES (Ashura). Video game
and an incurable Hello Kitty addiction. For more,
credits: UNLIMITED SAGA, DEUS EX II: INVISIBLE
visit http://tiffanygrant.eva-r.com
WAR. Recent projects include INFINITE STRATOS,
MAJIKOI and TOKYO MAGNITUDE 8.0.

Chuck Huber

started acting in Anime in the roles of Garlic Jr. and Android 17 in DBZ.
Since then he has voiced hundreds of characters including Hiei in YuYu Hakusho, Stein in
Soul Eater, Kululu in Sgt. Frog, Mohji in One Piece, Shou Tucker in Full Metal Alchemist,
Han in Blue Gender, Hiro in Shin Chan, Ashe in Black Butler, Reever in D. Gray Man,
Hector in Glass Fleet, Yuichi in Initial D., Akai in Oh Edo Rocket, Melt in The Tower
of Druaga, Adashino in Mushishi, Eric Nishijima in Darker Than Black, Havel in
Trinity Blood, Austria in Hetalia and many more. He has been a writer on Hetalia,
Sgt. Frog, Baccano, Spice and Wolf and others.
As a filmmaker Chuck has acted, produced, written or directed for Arbor Day - The
Musical, The Troubadoors, The Fragility of Seconds, The Mechanical Grave, Odd
Man Out among others. He began acting in Chicago at the Goodman Theater, Court
Theater, Steppenwolf Theater after graduating from DePaul University and continues
to work on stages in the Dallas/Fort Worth area. Most recently he played Hugh
Jameison in the movie Parkland, produced by Tom Hanks and starring Billy Bob
Thornton and Paul Giamatti.

SNAFU Con 2013 Guests
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Jan Scott-Frazier

worked in the animation (anime) industry
in Japan for almost 14 years. She attended animation school and later went on
to work at a number of studios in including Artland, Production IG and Atelier
BWCA on shows including RikiOh 2, Locke the Superman (OVA), Shurato
(OVA), Bubblegum Crash (OVA) and Tottoi (feature). She became an expert in
many different aspects of animation production, such as cel painting, animating,
backgrounds, camera and directing. In 1991 she founded an animation studio - TAO
Corp. Ltd. in Bangkok, Thailand. TAO did work on Moldiver, Diary of Mikan,
Genocyber and SWAT Kats amongst others. In 1994, Jan moved into consulting
work, freelancing for Cambridge Animation Systems, the developers of Animo (a
computer assisted (2D) animation production system). Also in 1994, Jan co-founded
GENESIS Digital Publishing Company with Izumi Matsumoto (Kimagure Orange Road)
where they created the best-selling Comic ON, a CD-ROM manga compendium in which Jan debuted as a
manga artist. In 1999 Jan directed episodes of Susie-chan & Marvy (TV) and spent most of the year working
on the development of original TV series projects. In 2000, she moved back to the USA to work at Celsys
USA on the development of the next generation of the RETAS digital production system.
Jan has traveled extensively throughout Asia and the US teaching animation techniques and speaking at
tradeshows and conventions. She has also translated videos and manga, written and co-written magazine articles
and created extensive training materials for cel painting, animation and computer animation.
In 2006, she produced the album Voices For Peace as a charity benefit. She currently produces albums for
Voices For (www.voicesfor.org), a non-profit corporation, and is writing her memoirs.

WindoftheStars

, aka Mel Hoppe, has been a geek all her life.
Since she was young, she has been into comic books and video games. In 2004,
she started to put her artistic energy into creating costumes from her favorite
games, movies, comics, animes, mangas, and even creates original costumes
of her own design. Since then she has created over 80 costumes for herself
and others; many of which have won awards including Best of Show. Her
colorful and elaborate costume works have been seen in online and print
publications across the world including Cosmode, Kotaku, TokyoPOP
and OtakuUSA. WindoftheStars has also had the honor of modeling her
costumes at shows for Kotobukiya, DC Comics and Bandai. In April of
this year she was apart of Anna Fischer’s The Wild Places cosplay photo
project, which has received much online acclaim. When she is not
working on costumes for herself, she makes high quality cosplay
accessories for her Etsy store or works at a top tier alterations
shop in Northern Nevada as a professional tailor.
You can find WindoftheStars online at:
Windofthestars.com
facebook.com/windofthestarscosplay
Twitter.com/windofthestars
Windofthestars.storenvy.com
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Steve Warky Nunez

is an
award-winning Singer, Lyricist, Sound Editor, Music
Composer, Letterer, Editor, Actor, and Voice Actor for
Video Games, Film, Media, Comic Books, and Audio
Books.
As a Voice Actor, Steve broke into voice acting first
for an Anime Abridged Series of CardCaptor Sakura,
and then for video games in Nexon’s “Dungeon
Fighter Online”. After this, he has starred in many
video games such as “Heroes of Newerth”, “Return of
the Guitar Lord” and “Abandoned”, as well as many
media productions for Radio, Animation, Trailers,
Narrations, and Commercial work.
As a musician, Steve is the lead singer of the Parody
Latter-Day Saint (LDS) Band, “They Might Be
Elders”, of which he sang and wrote the lyrics for
“Quorum of the Rock” and “Unabridged Translation”.

Tanglwyst de
Holloway

, aka Tonya Adolfson,
has been a professional costumer since
1988 and has worked in the costume shops
of Southern Utah University and the Utah
Shakespearean Festival. Tangl has done wigs, make
up, props and movement for the stage, and turned
her impressive set of skills to teaching at Society for
Creative Anachronism events. She fell in love with
Steampunk while doing panels at conventions, and
has thrown herself fully into this intriguing genre.
Luckily, many of her skills apply very well to the reimaginative world of Steampunk and she adores the
innovation and freedom Steampunk allows.
Tonya has also been published in the 2011 Hugo
Award winning Drink Tank fanzine and in the 2012
Hugo Nominated Journey Planet. Her first book,
Thine Enemy’s Eyes, is the premiere novel released
by Fantastic Journeys Publishing. As a co-founder,
Tangl looks for submissions from other authors,

SNAFU Con 2013 Guests
He just released a new album, “Truth Retold”.
He has composed for many video games, and has
sound edited various audio books and other media.
Under the tutelage of Yamila
Abraham, CEO and award
winning author of Yaoi
Press, Steve got his
start lettering for Yaoi
Press’s web series,
“The Yaoikuza”. Steve
has now lettered for
different companies
and comics, both
online and in print,
with his most recent
work being with Legacy
Action Comics. Visit Warky’s
facebook for more info:
http://www.facebook.com/warkythechocobo.

helping them to tune
their writing and realize
their dreams. “The
company is run by
authors, for authors, and
is small enough to give
you individual attention. We
welcome submitters and want to
learn about your endeavors!”
Her third book in the series, An Open Enemy, released
March 2013 and the audio books for her first two are
in production and due to release Fall 2013.
Websites:
www.fjpublishing.com
www.tangledwebsonline.com
http://www.cnbookings.com/TonyaAdolfson.html
Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/tanglwyst
Publications: The Globe Online, Barnes and Noble
Twitter: @Tangltweets
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Christopher
Escalante
is an award-winning music
composer and voice actor
for video games, film, and
media.

As a composer, Christopher
has learned from many prominent
composers such as Hans Zimmer,
Gerard Marino, Sam Cardon, and many others. First
composing in 2009, he quickly gained popularity after
being awarded the “2009 AME Best Audio - Body of
Work” by the Academy of Modding Excellence for
his contributions to the Neverwinter Nights 2 IGN
modding vault. And has since then, gone on to score
many independent video games such as Abandoned,
Return of the Guitar Lord, and STORM: Neverending
Night, as well as many machinima series, audio
books, short films, commercials, viral videos, and two
television pilots.

As a voice actor, Christopher broke into voice
acting for video games in many of Nexon’s
MMO video games as the Legendary Heroes
in Dungeon Fighter Online and the Atlantean
Male in Atlantica Online, as well as many
small-time media productions for indie video
games, visual novels, machinima, animation,
book trailers, and commercial work. Much
of which has been involved with the Filipino
entertainment company Voiceiyuu and its branch
Voiceiyuu America.
Apart from his work, he is also an avid fan of music,
anime, manga, video games, and performing through
music, singing, beatboxing (vocal percussion), and
acting.
For more information, feel free to visit
http://escalantemusic.com/.
Like Christopher Escalante on Facebook!
https://www.facebook.com/EscalanteMusic

Preston Cowley

, a Denver native, grew up fascinated with
video games, animation, and voice acting. While studying for his animation degree
at Brigham Young University, he also studied voice acting, under Christopher Robin
Miller (Professor Layton) to hone his skills. Preston’s latest work includes Return of
the Guitar Lord, and Abandoned for speaking roles, and looks forward to many more
roles in Audio books as well. Preston now is living his dream of programming for
video games at 3G studios in Reno, NV and can’t wait to see where his life will take
him next!

Matthew Fazio

is a
Stand Up Comic, Writer, Filmmaker, and
Musician based in Los Angeles, CA. He
was the winner of Anime Expo’s Last
Comic Standing in 2010 and has since
performed at Fanime, Anime LA,
Anime Conji, Long Beach Comic Con,
and top clubs such as the Comedy
Store and the Ventura Harbor Comedy
Club. He is a frequent panelist on the
California convention circuit, where
he has spoken about stand up
comedy with other top comics. He

has gained recent notoriety for his infamous
“Fazio vs.” panel series, destroying everything
from Anime to popular culture.
Fazio is also a Film and Media Studies graduate
from UC Santa Barbara. As a writer, he has
written screenplays and short stories, as
well as done pilot work (which he can’t
talk about!) for big budget television
projects. He thinks you’re super cool and
you should like totally hang out with him
and stuff!
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Top 12 Con Policies
This is a general summery of con rules for your convenience. Please see the full list of rules
(http://snafucon.com/policies.php) or ask a staff member if you have any questions or doubts.
1. General Conduct: This is an all-ages family event. Dress and behave appropriately, obey all laws, be
aware of your surroundings, and listen to requests by staff or you may be asked to leave.
2. Dress Code: Your badge must be visible at all times. If you choose to wear a mask, remove it when
you leave the con area. You must wear shoes and clothes that sufficiently cover you. No signs that
advertise goods or services (will x for y) or any inappropriate messages. “Free Hugs” is always ok!
3. Hygiene: Bathe. Wear deodorant.
4. Heckling: Do not heckle. Exceptions are in the Hentai room, or when you are explicitly told heckling is okay.
5. Children: We recommend all children under 18 attend the convention with a chaperone. We require that all children under
the age of 13 have a chaperone (18+) with them at all times.
6. Photography: By attending SNAFU con, your picture may be taken at some point. Always ask before taking anyone’s
pictures. Move out of walkways and doorways before stopping to take or pose for pictures. Respect any posted signs that
tell you not to take photography in certain areas or times during the convention. Do NOT take pictures or record video in
the video screening rooms. Do NOT take pictures of art in the artist alley.
7. Weapons: All weapons must be peace bonded. No weapons that aren’t obviously fake on inspection. A whip or flogger
counts as a weapon and must be peace bonded. No projectile weapons (water guns, airsoft, dart guns) unless they are
rendered inoperable (removing the bullets is not enough!) in a way that is not easily removed, will not fall off, and is
not removed during con. No flare guns. Purchased weapons must be immediately peacebonded or (if they cannot be
peacebonded) remain boxed and removed from the con floor.
8. Alcohol: There is NO drinking inside this event. If you are over 21, you are welcome to drink and gamble on the casino floor.
If you drink, don’t drive! Authorities will be notified and your badge will be confiscated without refund in the event of a
minor caught intoxicated or in the possession of alcohol, public intoxication, or any illegal alcohol or drug use, sales or
possession. Don’t do it.
9. Sleeping: Sleeping in the convention area is allowed at your own risk. People may mess with you, and we are not responsible
for your belongings. Do not sleep in hallways or walkways.
10. Casino: Individuals under 21 are not allowed in the casino area.
11. Hotel: Room parties are allowed, but you are responsible for your room and everyone and everything in it, including any
damages, cleanup, rules of the hotel, and obeying the law. Loud and disruptive parties may get your badges confiscated,
hotel staff involved, or authorities called.
12. Staff: Staff members have the final say, on a case by case basis, regardless of any written rules. If you think
any staff, or security member is acting inappropriately or unfairly, (or you just want to complain) please report
it to Nathan or Beta. You may not know who we are, but grab a staffer and ask for us by name. You may also
email Beta (those of you with your smart phones: beta@snafucon.com) and expect a response within a
reasonable amount of time. Please understand that Nathan and Beta are busy and may not be available
right away. After appealing to Nathan/Beta, any determination made is final. If you need to speak with
someone about a volunteer acting inappropriately, ask for Blanca. Her determination is also final.

Very special thanks to these sponsors:
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Artist Alley
Artist Alley Hours:
Friday: 12pm - 9pm
Saturday 9am - 8pm
Sunday 9am - 5pm

Visit the Artist’s Alley to
find great fan art, gifts and
crafts, and other handmade
things. Drawings, postcards,
buttons, and all kinds of
artistic creations will be for
sale. Meet friendly artists,
and commission a picture of
yourself or a favorite anime
character! Artists are creative
and fun people. Buy unique
and wonderful things from
them here, in all price ranges.
Con-goers can come here
to get original art and
merchandise from artists
ranging from the barest
beginner to the professionals.

Artist
56shards.com
Animatey
AttaGirl
Bea
Bob Schuler Arts
Cheekan
Crow’s Nest Studio
Dignified Bunny Products
elizabeth zysk-king
Emsy
glass fantasy
Hyperbooster
Kawaii Status
Lightning
Lopan Art
McQueen Asian Media Club
MdietzArt
Mercenary Art
Mia Young Art and Illustration
Mirrankei
Pathways Spirit
Perfect Peet’s Peculiar Prizes
Prophecy Failed
Protean Geek
Quade
Reigeckt Draws
Skiddmarx
Super Adorkable
taybee
The-Everlasting-Ash
TheWolfheart89
Tirivee Creations
Unisama
WindoftheStars
XOFifi Plushies

Website
http://56shards.com
http://devicat26.deviantart.com/
http://www.aghoststorycomic.com
http://www.bobschuler.us
http://lococheekan03.deviantart.com/
http://priestessdream.deviantart.com/
http://emsysquared.tumblr.com/

http://lopan4000.deviantart.com/

http://thebrinkofsomething.deviantart.com/

http://prophecyfailed.com
http://www.proteangeek.com
http://reigeckt-draws.tumblr.com/
http://skiddmarx.deviantart.com
http://www.superadorkable.com
http://www.furaffinity.net/user/taybee/
http://the-everlasting-ash.deviantart.com
http://thewolfheart89.deviantart.com/
http://tirrivee.deviantart.com/
http://unisamas.deviantart.com
http://windofthestars.com
http://xofifi.deviantart.com/
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Vendors Room
Conventions aren’t just about walking around, talking with
fellow nerds, and making a fool of oneself. No, they’re also
about the joys of spending money on oversized wooden swords
that scream compensation and plastic transforming robots!

Vendor Room Hours:
Friday: 1pm – 7pm
Saturday: 11am – 7pm
Sunday: 10am– 4pm
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Visual You

Anime Palace

Bishounen
Boutique

Tatsu Tiger's Teezan's
Loli
Pop
9'×9'
9'×9'
Vinyl
Booth
Couture
Hobby Tangibles Booth
Shop

LOADING
ONLY

HobbyFan

STAFF
ONLY

ENTRANCE

Vendor Map
9'×9'
9'×9'
JS Anime
Booth
Booth

Anime V

EXIT
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Panels and Events
*Guest Involvement is in italics!
101 Ways to Leave the Stage It’s
back and we have harder questions
but better prizes. Just remember, one
wrong answer and off you go!
A Beginners Guide to Prop Design
and Customization Learn the
How Tos and What Nots of prop
customization. If you’re just getting
into props, a regular con-goer looking
to pick up a few extra ideas & tips for
prop making, or a grizzled veteran
looking to get a quick refresher on
some of the basics, come take a look
and ask me all your questions!
Acting Workshop With Chuck Huber
First twelve people in line get to
participate, the rest can ask questions
and will be the audience. Some basic
improv/acting games and techniques.
Adapting Anime & Manga for
English Audiences How/why did
they change that? Learn about the
process and art of translating manga
and anime professionally. Subjects
covered included are idioms,
important changes that need to be
made, how to deal with names and
politeness levels, schedules, and
rewrites.
Amateur Voice Acting From
Home Want to be a voice actor?
Want to learn how to get started
right from your own room? Come
learn what you need to know to get
started in voice acting from home,
what knowledge you’ll need, what
equipment you’ll need, and what to
go for to get started. (Includes Q&A
with guests.)
Anime / Video Game Appreciation
Come for an educational discussion:
What are your favorite anime,
cartoons, manga, video games, and
why are they so great? Share your
love for your favorite series, but no
bashing others!

Anime Q & A With Chuck Huber Ask all!
Hetalia, DBZ, Yu Yu, Soul Eater, Shin Chan,
Sgt. Frog, etc...
Autograph Sessions Come get your favorite
guest’s autograph. Sessions scheduled
individually.
Beginning Composing Interested in writing
music for video games, film, and other fun
projects? Come learn what you need to
know to get started in writing music, what
knowledge you’ll need, what equipment
you’ll need, and what to go for to get
started. (Includes Q&A with guests.)
Blow by Blow Hentai (18+) Ever felt that
the girl was having all the fun narrating
what was happening? Ever wanted to bring
a real ‘sporting’ feel to the hentai room?
Then be prepared for blow by blow hentai
because Johnny is running down the field!
Bottlecap Lottery The post-apocalyptic
potentates of SNAFU are throwing the
event of the season to honor their esteemed
guests! Participate in convention events to
earn bottlecaps, which you can turn in at
the Bottlecap Boutique for a prize drawing
every night of the convention. You need not
be present to win, merely lucky!
Building a Better Sentence Remember,
every word counts. Learn how to construct
better sentences with author Tonya
Adolfson.
Cancino’s Black Belt Academy
CANCINO’S BLACK BELT ACADEMY
is licensed with the American Taekwondo
Association. Our instructors provide
quality training to help you reach your full
potential. Martial arts is an excellent way
of learning courtesy, respect, confidence,
honesty, perseverance, self-discipline,
self-awareness, and self-esteem. We are at
3697B Kings Row, in Reno.
Charity Auction Come and attend our
charity auction! This year, proceeds will be
going to Nevada Humane Society.

Closing Ceremonies Join us for the
final(ish) goodbyes in order to wrap
a wonderful year at our glorious
convention. No tears!
Comedy Workshop (16+) Have you
been called unfunny? Terrible? The
Worst Thing To Happen To The
Internet? Well worry no more! Anime
Expo Last Comic Standing Winner
and professional cool guy Fazio will
give you all the skills you need to
stop being so awful! Stand up comics,
writers and all creative types welcome!
Cosplay Dating Game This event is
pretty simple. Most of you know how
the Dating Game works: 1 person will
choose from among 3 potential love
interests. Questions and prizes will be
provided by the host.
Cosplay Etiquette Join Tamaki,
Haruhi, and your favorite Host Club
members as they go over important
cosplay topics such as bullying, drama,
and consent.
Cosplay Masquerade SNAFU Con’s
annual Cosplay Masquerade! Come
see talented Cosplayers compete for
the Grand Prize!
Create That Anime Take some
randomly generated anime titles,
some classic anime cliches, a pair of
contestants -- will it blend? IT WILL
NOW! For endless invariably hilarious
shenanigans, Create That Anime is the
improv gameshow where YOU make
the show!
Create That Hentai (18+) Tentacles.
Schoolgirls. Bibles? Let your
imagination run wild and judge your
peers at Create That Hentai, the
improv gameshow that blends the best
and the worst of XXX anime cliches.
With a randomly generated title and
a few classic cliches, YOU make the
hentai. (PS: It’s okay if you just like to
watch.)
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Crossplay 101 Learn the ins and outs of
crossplaying. From binding, to makeup,
to clothes, to posing for pictures. Hosted
by a professional crossplayer.
Crossplay Walk-off Calling all
crossplayers, it’s time for a “Crossplay
Walk-Off”! That’s right, we’re having
a sassy fashion show for our lovely
friends. You will be able to choose from
our list of songs to do your walk to.
This is not a competition, everyone is
getting a prize. This is a chance to show
off and have fun. Let’s keep it clean and
friendly. So, come be sassy with us and
celebrate the world of crossplaying.
Cthulhu for President! (16+) The 2012
election has come and gone, but the
hardest working campaign in politics
continues! Come learn more about the
candidate who can promise real change!
Cthulhu for President!
Day Zero Dance/Party/ Get Together
We will have the room open for people
to mingle or dance.
DMing 101 (16+) Learn the basics of
running a roleplaying game of your very
own from a trio of DRAGON’s die-hard
veterans. They’ve run, between them,
over two dozen separate systems and
dealt with more munchkins than you
can shake a dicebox at, so come learn
the tricks without having to suffer the
hard way and try to stump them with
your hardest questions or theoretical
scenarios!
Fan-tastic Story Telling Come join us
with some of the worst and hilarious
fan-fics read by both guests and fans!
Come either listen to the guests read, or
join in and read along as some of your
favorite characters in the craziest fanfics you can find online!
Feedback After Closing Ceremonies,
feel free to sit with a portion of the con
staff and give us your feedback.

Fazio vs. Anime (16+) He’s performed
at Anime Expo, Fanime, Anime LA,
AOD, and Long Beach Comic Con.
Now that 2010 AX Last Comic Standing
Champion is bringing the hate in
his own panel! Come check out this
hilarious and sexy free-for-all. Anime
will be ruined forever!
Film-Making With Chuck Huber
Afraid to make a movie? Don’t be
after this panel. Q & A with some
demonstration of basic film making.
Fully Unscripted Improv The Fully
Unscripted improv troupe is here for
the second year to make you laugh.
For an hour, you can watch and
participate with the semi-trained semiprofessional improv actors. (Man I suck
at descriptions) Just come and watch. It
will be good.
General Bondage Q & A and
Demo (18+) Join Arthur Bruin the
“Renobinder” for an involved Question
and Answer session about his work in
the industry. Also prepare for a live
demonstration of his talents (audience
members may be accepted) which is
meant to accent the beauty of women.
Giants, Dwarves and the Electric
Universe Get to know the new scientific
theory (that anime discovered first) that
makes dwarves, giants, and elves a real
possibility.
Hello Kitty with Tiffany Hello Kitty
always says, “You can never have too
many friends!” Come join Tiffany
Grant as she shares her love for all
things Kitty. (Besides being an avid
collector, Tiffany was the scriptwriter
for the English version of Hello Kitty’s
Animation Theatre TV series in which
she played three major characters.)
Hentai Redub Live! (18+) Join the
bravest of our guests for their own
personal dubbing of a hand picked
hentai.
HMVs (18+) Do you like Hentai? Do
you like Music? Come see what happens
when they are put together. You’ll never
listen to the Inspector Gadget theme
song the same way again!

Homestuck How To Ever want to do
Homestuck cosplay, but don’t know
where to start? This is the panel for
you! This panel will feature tutorials,
tips, and tricks on making your
Homestuck Cosplay terrific!
Homestuck Let Loose (18+)
Ever wanted to see your favorite
Homestuck characters let loose?
Here’s your chance with the
Homestuck 18+ panel! Things are
bound to get wild...
Homestuck Variety Hour Hey! You!
Yeah, you! Do you like Homestuck?
Do you like fun? Do you wanna
win prizes? Then come join your
favourite Homestuck characters in an
hour of laughter and greyness!
How do the HOBOs do it?
Hobos teaching others how to make
recording work on a lackluster
budget.
Improving Artistic Skills Anybody
can learn to draw and anybody who
already draws can benefit from a new
viewpoint on their art. Jan Frazier has
been a professional artist for over 18
years and covers a wide variety of
artistic techniques and aids.
Inside the Mind of A Bondage
Model (Q & A) (18+) Ever been
curious about a kinkier kind of
play? Join Master Len on a journey
inside the mind of a bondage
model. Hear from the models who
have experienced it first hand with
professional riggers. This will be
an opportunity to ask questions of
Master Len and the models. Master
Len with his decades of experience
has unique insights. The models
can express their feelings as only
someone who has experienced rope
can.

Continued on Next Page
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Intro to Cosplay Sewing: Start to
Finish An overview of everything you
need to know to start sewing your own
cosplay. In this panel, you will follow a
costume from start to finish, and learn
how it was done. You will see how to
choose a cosplay, pick a pattern and
fabric, take your measurements, modify
a pattern for better fit or accuracy, match
and cut fabric, and basic sewing skills.
There will also be a list of resources for
learning more after the con, as well as a
Q&A.
Iron Artist Competition Have you ever
wanted to test your skills in a no-holds
barred contest of wills against other
artists? Or maybe you just want to spend
an hour having fun drawing live models.
Well, here’s your chance. Come together
in our Iron Artist competition sponsored
by Sakura of America! We will provide
the cosplay models as you compete for
fabulous art prizes! Fun for all ages,
there will be prizes for 1st-3rd place and
youngest participant.
Jan Scott-Frazier Live Jan
delivers a high energy experiential
autobiographical (often interactive)
monologue about her experiences living
and working abroad and around the
US as well as stories from her eclectic
career. Never rehearsed or scripted, the
experience is unique each time and has
been a favorite at anime cons for over
13 years.
Karaoke Contest Do you dream of
becoming the next convention idol?
Can you carry a tune or hum a melody?
Then come check out SNAFU Con’s
first annual Karaoke Contest! Sign up at
the convention. Bring your own music
or use what we have available. Will you
be the next SNAFU Idol? Hosted by
Inuzuka Cosplay, Kiba.
Live Commentary Gain insight into the
production of an episode of a current
show by hearing from the people who
helped to create the English language
version of the show.
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Lolita Fashion 101 Ever been interested
in the ins and outs of Lolita fashion?
Here’s a brief panel on the basics and
rules of Lolita fashion, as well as it’s
different sub-styles and more!
Making an Original Character Cosplay
Find out how to create an original
cosplay. From the creative aspect to the
design aspect, make yourself pop.
Midnight Madness (16+) After
midnight, strange things happen.
Fandubs, parodies, weird Japanese TV,
and many other weird things come out.
There will be funny animations, internet
videos, and maybe even some kittens.
Think there isn’t anything to watch late
at night? Come see what madness comes
out after midnight.
Mind Twisting Con Time Come join
us for a puzzler under a stumping
enigmatingly conundrum filing start to
con. Your mind hasn’t broken yet, has
it?
MLP Trivia Join the Mane Six in a
test of trivia to see who really is the
best pony! Random contestants will be
chosen from the audience to participate
in this hilarious and fun game! Prizes
will be given out and a pony will be
crowned best! Join us for fun!
My Little Brony - Don’t Tread on Me
Bro! My Little Pony: Friendship is
Magic is a phenomenon that has taken
the country by storm! Come talk with
Warky about the Brony within!
Nerves Of Steel It’s back! Nerves of
steel is returning to SNAFU Con. Come
and see if you have Nerves of Steel.
Northern Nevada Pokemon Center
CALLING ALL TRAINERS! The
Northern Nevada Pokemon Center will
be discussing the news and Games of
Pokemon! Pokemon X and Y are out
and if your itching for battle and new
trainers this is your panel!
Nude Figure Drawing Panel (18+)
Need to brush up on drawing a more
*ahem* ‘complete’ human figure? Then
join us after hours for drawing lessons.

Opening Ceremonies Meet our guests,
hear about what’s in store for the con,
and just have a great time. We will see
you there.
Para Para with Warky! Ever wanted
to dance like the backstreet boys?
Well neither have I, but in case you
HAVE wanted to dance in sync with
other people, then this panel is for you!
Come learn how to Japanese dance to
a popular Eurobeat song with Warky
teaching you!
Reno Video Game Orchestra Hear the
amazing music of our very own local
video game orchestra!
Saturday Morning Kids’ Cartoons
(18+) Join those that brought you the
SNAFU hentai programming for a block
of Saturday morning children’s cartoons.
It’s exactly what it sounds like.
Scavenger Hunt Join us for a wacky
happy scavenger hunt. Be creative and
find stuff.
Scripting for Comics Learn how to
script for your comic from an industry
professional.
Shibari Demo Q&A (18+) This panel
focuses on the combination of Eastern
and Western bondage styles with an
emphasis on artistic and stylish rope
designs. Arthur believes that bondage
should be attractive and enhance a
woman’s beauty, so his personal style
tries to achieve that end. There will be a
short talk discussing bondage in general,
safety and philosophy, followed by one
or more live demonstrations (volunteers
from the audience may be accepted).
Q&A will be accepted throughout the
hour.
Shibari Rope Bondage as A Passionate
Art Form (18+) Japanese style rope
bondage is an art form that is centuries
old. Master Len will be presenting the
way this art form can bring out emotion
and passion in the audience as well as
in the model. Live models will be used
to demonstrate how the layers of rope
transform and transcend emotional
states.
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Story Time on Main Stage Join us
up on stage to play a game and tell a
story. We will be playing Once Upon A
Time and using Story Cubes to create
delightful stories. We encourage those
with wild imaginations and a knack for
story telling to join us on stage and tell
the fantastic stories that we know are
just waiting to come out.
Table Top RPG 101 Have that old
D&D book and want to learn what it’s
really about? Come here, this panel is
mostly about concept and where to find
players, with a little mechanics thrown
in for flavor. I’ll be discussing the D20
systems, such as Pathfinder and D&D, a
couple others that I am interested in as
well as a couple that are anime based.
Tales of Con Horror (18+) Long-time
industry con-goers relive some of their
weirdest, wildest and funniest con
moments.
Tales of World Gathering This will
be the Tales gathering event where
people can come in with their Tales
cosplay outfits. There will be a gaming
tournament to win prizes (mainly Tales
merchandise from me). There will be a
photoshoot at the end of the event.

Voice Acting for Video Games! Learn
tricks, tips, and more about what it’s like
inside the studio!
Wardrobe vs Costume Learn how to
make your costumes do double duty
from a veteran costumer.
Wark After Dark! (18+) Come see
Warky Unplucked in this meet and
greet, question and answer panel where
anything and everything goes! ^_^
Warky The Chocobo Keyboard
Concert! Follow the chocobo with
his mighty tunes of Video Game
Awesomeness! For extra fun, Bring
some Gysahl Greens to the panel! ^_^

Whose Line Is It Anime? For the
fourth year in a row, this improv show
will leave you laughing in your seat.
Whose Line Is It Anime is a show where
everything’s made up. After taking
audience suggestions and other things
the actors have never seen before they
act out completely off the wall sketches.
Working in the Video Game Industry
Ever wanted to know what it is like
programming games? Well, come to
this panel and find out! Preston gets real
about deadlines and really hard work!

WEAREHOBOGAMERS Hobos, in a
box, playing video games, because we
can.

Taking free cosplay pictures by Main Stage!

TEAM Martial Arts Academy Martial
Arts Panel about the importance of
Martial Arts in the present as well as
in the future. Learn to defend yourself
during the Apocalypse.
Tiffany Grant Q & A Come ask Tiffany
questions about (nearly) any topic under
the sun! The answers may surprise you.
Video Game Auditioning Process Learn
how to make a good impression before
you take the plunge into the booth!
VIP Meet and Greet For VIP attendees
to have a meet and greet with this years
guests.
Voice Acting Join our voice actors and
industry guests to find out how they got
started, and what being in the business is
actually like.

www.PictureNV.com
1-885-55-picNV
(775) 200-1418
sam@pictureNV.com
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Video Game Tournaments
Call of Duty: Black Ops 2
This installment in Activision’s iconic series is
its most successful yet, and you can see why for
yourself. Just remember, there is no room for tears
on the battlefield.
Dance Dance Revolution
Show us your greatest moves! Yes, we know that in
the end it’s less like dancing and more like stomping
on arrows. So, show us your greatest arrow-stomp!
DIVEKICK
The complete essence of the fighting game genre,
condensed down to two buttons. Feel free to get in
a fight, so your mom can get scared, and tell you to
move with your Uncle Sensei in Bel-Air.
Halo 4
Bungie’s iconic series made its mark in multiplayer,
and this installment is no different. Experience for
yourself what it means to be in a battle for survival.
Injustice: Gods Among Us
The battle continues in the DC Comics Universe, in
this fighter from the developers of Mortal Kombat.
Pokemon
Bring your favorite team and duke it out against
fellow Pokemon trainers! There are some
restrictions in effect, please consult the Game
Room staff or the SNAFU Con forums for further
information.
Super Smash Bros. Melee
Upon this game’s release on the Gamecube, this title
took the Smash Bros. franchise to new heights. The
competition has been fierce since day one, so bring
everything you’ve got!

Super Smash Bros. Brawl
There can be only one! Face off in Nintendo’s
immensely popular platform-based fighting game,
where the only weapons allowed are skill, skill, and
more skill.
Super Street Fighter IV: Arcade Edition
A mainstay amongst fighting game fans, this game is
one of the ultimate tests of skill in the genre. Bring your
best game, because the road to victory won’t be an easy
one.
Tekken Tag Tournament 2
Welcome back to the King of Iron Fist Tournament.
Select your two combatants, and may the best team win.
Ultimate Marvel vs. Capcom 3
The latest entry in Capcom’s insane crossover series
will be at SNAFU Con for your destroying pleasure!
The competition will be fast and relentless, so don’t
forget to blink.
QWOP
Run 100 meters to the goal! Run! Ru...I said run!
...Run? Okay, walk! ...Walk? No Walk, huh. Skip?
Hop? Drag your knees? Okay just get as far as you can
without falling on your head.

Prizes supplied by these generous sponsors:
Sheep Head Gaming in Reno, NV
www.sheepheadgaming.com
Green Light Gaming in Reno, NV
www.glgreno.com

TBAGR: The Big Anime
Game Room in Sacramento, CA
www.tbagr.org
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Tabletop Games
Chris Lyngar RPG Mechanics Panel
This is an open panel to discuss RPG
game systems and game mechanics.
Dungeons and Dragons (3.5) The
world’s most popular role-playing
franchise is at SNAFU! Come to
an adventure that goes on all con
long: Solve the mystery of a gem
heist on Friday, avenge a wizard’s
death Saturday, and stop a powerhungry baron on Sunday in a trio of
adventures you won’t soon forget!
Fallout Come join your fellow
wasteland wanderers in a tabletop
adaptation of the genre-defining post
apocalyptic video game series. You’ve
got everything from forgotten vaults
to factory ruins just waiting to be
explored, so pop a Rad-X, load your
weapon, and make sure you keep a
spare Stimpak handy!
Gammaworld Join us for a unique
game set in the nuke-torn future
featuring the patented d20 system.
Develop and use zany mutant powers
on the fly to crush your enemies-or
zap them into radioactive vapor!
Gammaworld is a blast for new
players and vets alike, so saddle up for
some atomic-powered fun!
Halls of Dwarven Lore - Glories of
the Past #1 Character levels 5-9 The
dwarven sky citadel of Janderhoff
in eastern Varisia is one of the least
visited settlements in the land, at least
by non-dwarves. Nevertheless, the
Pathfinder Society has been invited to
assist in the excavation of a forgotten
ruin within the large underground
complex. What the fearless
adventurers stand to find within could
be the greatest discovery of the Age of
Lost Omens.

In Wrath’s Shadow Character levels
3-7 In the ruins of Xin-Bakrakhan-seat
of power of the Runelord of Wrath—
the Pathfinder Society stands on the
verge of a great discovery, but first
the brave agents exploring the ruins
must survive ages-old dangers and
contemporary threats to return with
the knowledge and wealth they’ve
unearthed.

No Response from Deepmar 2 of 2
Character levels 7-11 Please make
sure to schedule both session of
Deepmar if you wish to play.
1 of 2 is required.

Open Jousting Character levels 1-15
This entertaining event will feature a
‘Jousting’ match between 2 randomly
chosen players from the sign-ups. When
you sign up, write your character’s
Mists of Mwangi Character levels 1-5 name down, and circle one of three
choices: +2 to either Initiative, HP, or
Pathfinder Lugizar Trantos recently
CMB. Everyone shares the base stats of
returned from the Mwangi Expanse
0 Initiative, 8 HP, +5 CMB. A CMD of
with haunted eyes and a pack full
15 is static. Characters are called from
of strange idols. Absalom’s famed
Blakros Museum purchased his pieces the crowd and encouraged to Role-play
for a moment before rolling Initiative.
and Lugizar vanished. The strange
monkey idols he pulled from the misty
Paranoia Hello gamers. Friend
jungles of Mwangi carry with them
Computer demands your presence at
a fell curse, and now their power has
Paranoia, the game where you keep
laid claim to the museum. Can the
Pathfinder Society uncover the source futuristic Alpha Complex safe from
mutants and secret society members,
of the curse in time?
some or all of which your team
members may be. The only sure way to
No Response from Deepmar 1 of
get ahead with your secret society is to
2 Character levels 7-11 A hundred
use your mutant powers to make sure
miles off the Chelish coast lies the
the rest of your team does not return
remote island of Deepmar, where
from your mission...And remember,
the House of Thrune sends prisoners
Friend Computer says having fun is
to work in crystal mines, wresting
mandatory.
valuable spell components from the
depths of the earth. A month ago, all
contact with the penal colony ceased,
and now someone must discover
what mysterious fate has befallen the
prisoners and guards of this isolated
mining operation.

Continued on Next Page
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Race For The Cash! Race for the
Cash! Everyone who participates
at SNAFU PFS, either as a player
or as a GM, gets a chance to be
entered into the Saturday night
“Race.” Sometime during your
Scenario an “official volunteer”
will have everyone at the table roll
d% with the lowest totals at each
session being recorded. The lowest
dice rolls are given a chance to
compete. May the player with the
hottest die and greatest luck cross
the FINISH line and claim the
Cash! $100.00
Rise of the Goblin Guild
Character levels 1-5 When a
monster is discovered on the
grounds of the Pathfinder Lodge at
Heidmarch Manor in Magnimar,
an investigation into its appearance
leads the PCs deep under the City
of Monuments and face to face
with a burgeoning thieves’ guild.
Savage Worlds A fast furious
and fun adventure through an
apocalypse-rocked wasteland beset
by mutants, bandits, and monsters!
Prepare to get savage with Shane
Lacy Hensley’s massively popular
role-playing game system in an
adventure beyond the end of the
world!
Siege of the Diamond City
Character levels 1-15 After a
recent discovery of a lost city in
the heart of the demon-infested
Worldwound, Pathfinder agents
from around the world flock
to Nerosyan, capital of the
crusader nation of Mendev,
to prepare for the coming
adventure. When the city falls
under attack, however, everyone
within its walls must take up arms
to defend against the Abyssal
hordes.
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The Hellknight’s Feast Character
levels 5-9 War between demons
and the civilized peoples of the
Inner Sea region has broken out in
the Worldwound far to the north of
Absalom, but despite the regional
implications of an Abyssal victory,
many nations are ambivalent toward
the cause. The Pathfinder Society
arranges a formal banquet to be
hosted, at which the society’s agents
can attempt to sway the political
opinions of Absalom’s movers and
shakers.
The Night March of Kalkamedes
Character levels 1-5 A veteran
Pathfinder exploring the Fenwall
Mountains of Varisia has begun
sleepwalking, traveling through the
dead of night in the same direction
each time. The following mornings,
however, he awakens injured and lost
in the wilderness, never reaching the
mysterious destination that drew him
from his bed in the night.
The Price of Friendship - Glories of
the Past #2 Character levels 5-9 The
Pathfinder Society has discovered
the hint of a monumental revelation,
but in order to confirm their find,
they must send a team of agents into
the dangerous and unwelcoming
orc-ruled Hold of Belkzen. While an
expedition could easily be dispatched
to the orc capital of Urgir, the
Decemvirate urges caution to ensure
success.

The Secrets Stones Keep - Glories
of the Past #3 Character levels 5-9
Deep beneath the orc city of Urgir in
the Hold of Belkzen lie the ruins of
the ancient dwarven Sky Citadel of
Koldukar, where awaits what could
be the greatest discovery of the Age
of Lost Omens: confirmation of
the location of one of the lost Sky
Citadels, built by the dwarves in
their earliest days on the surface of
Golarion.
The Temple of Empyreal
Enlightenment Character levels
1-5 In order to learn about the
esoteric faith of the Empyreal
Lord Korada, the PCs are sent by
the Pathfinder Society to explore
an abandoned aasimar temple to
the benevolent deity. But what
they find there is anything but an
opportunity for peaceful reflection
and enlightenment.
The Walking Rune Character levels
7-11 After a year of searching and
risking life and limb, the agents
of the Pathfinder Society have
discovered the resting place of the
Runelord of Sloth, who has been
sequestered from the world at large
for 10,000 years awaiting the proper
time for his return. Thanks to the
efforts of the sinister cult of Lissala,
that time is now.
The Wardstone Patrol Character
levels 3-7 All-out war has erupted
on the long-contested border
between the crusader nation of
Mendev and the demon-infested
Worldwound. With the magical
defenses that once held the demons
at bay failing, defense of the region
now falls to small patrols of mobile
soldiers to resupply, reinforce, and
communicate between the border’s
many fortresses and outposts.
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Everybody DANCE!

Glow Party Rave

Time to celebrate SNAFU Con with an awesome rave! Why? Because it’s AWESOME! Do you really need a
good reason to go dance to some cool tunes, feel the vibes and end the night on a groove-tastic note? What are
you, Vulcan? Get out there, grab your glowsticks, and DANCE!

DJs Include:
DJ Nit3Vision

Ryan is a UK Hardcore/Gabba DJ based out of Northern Nevada. Ryan started raving in 2009, and immediately fell in
love with the Harder styles of EDM. Ryan started learning how to mix Hardstyle on Serato, then quickly moved to Psy
Trance and dubstep when he got his hands on CDJ’s. Though secretly loving Hardcore, he finally exploded out of his
shell and started throwing down some the sickest Hardcore from the UK, and all around. He uses his tools of variety in
the genres to build up the crowd’s happiness, and uses it to throw them into a whirlwind of aggressive hit gabber tracks
to leave an unforgettable mark on their night. Check him out on Soundcloud: https://soundcloud.com/nit3vision

DJ Dark0

After 7 years of countless notoriety as one of the areas most infamous and unpredictable of DJ’s... DJ Darko has finally
decided to emerge from the staleness of the local DJ circuit... Darko plays a relentless range of music in his live shows,
ranging from hardcore punk, hip-hop, drum and bass, dubstep, metal, ghettotech, electro, rock, remixes, and many many
MANY more styles of music into the fray.
With a reputation as producing some of the most
extreme, unpredictable and chaotic live shows a DJ
could possibly offer, get ready to open your mind, and
have a party like no other. Where as he likes to say
“crowdsurfing, moshing, raving, human pyramids,
jumping, breakdancing, all more than welcome”, he
truly means it.
If you have been to one of his live shows, you know
what to expect. Check him out on Soundcloud: https://
soundcloud.com/nit3vision

Reno Video Game Orchestra

Hear the amazing music of our very own local
video game orchestra! Playing on Main Stage.

Warky

Follow the Chocobo with his mighty tunes of
Video Game Awesomeness! For extra fun, bring
some Gysahl Greens! Based out of Utah, Warky
is also part of the group project They Might be
Elders, and has a voice-acting resume as well.
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Beginner Art Contest Winners

1st Place
“Lily of Life”
by Karmen Pedrola (Kara)
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2nd Place
“Soldier of the flame”
by Katana Barton (Unisama)
Fan character from Sailor Moon
(character is Sailor War).

3rd Place
“Dreamweaver”
by Tyler Stokes (Skiddmarx)
Original character and original art. Only
referenced photo used was for the moon
which was taken from wikipedia since it had
the best resolution.

Prizes for art contests generously provided by:
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Advanced Art Contest Winners

1st Place
“February Longings”
by Jamie Swift (Adm. James)
Quiet contemplations of jellyfish and striped stockings.

SNAFU Con 2013
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2nd Place
“Fixed It”
by Savanah Hernandez (SavvyCat)
This is a fake-screenshot for Transformers:
Animated. The character on the left is
Optimus Prime, and the character on the
right is my OC. Optimus’s human design,
is in fact, canon, as seen in the episode
“Human Error.”

3rd Place
“The Girl and her Monster”
by Ashlie Nelson (EverlastingAsh)
This picture went through some revisions to fit
the contest requirements. In the original, I had
drawn a skull as the monster’s head from photo
reference. I wanted a better idea of what a K-9
skull looked like. But, since I wasn’t able to get
permission for that photo, I scrapped the skull
idea and redrew the head with flesh.
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Whether this is your first year or your fourth year,
we hope you have enjoyed our con. It takes hard
work and dedication from staff and volunteers to
makes this event great. We continue to strive to make
this convention better each year, but we can not do
this without your help. Email hr@snafucon.com
and tell us you want to be staff! Not only will you
contribute to SNAFU Con’s awesomeness, you will
also get a free badge!
Now I know what you are saying, “Staff? That
sounds like a lot of hard work.” Well it is, but ask
any staff member and they will tell you it is worth the
effort. You don’t have to put in the long hours that
the staff do to be able to help out our con. Sign up
as a volunteer by emailing hr@snafucon.com and
letting us know! Volunteers only help out during
con. For just four hours a day, you can earn your
registration fee back. You still get to see the panels,
watch the anime, and participate in the tournaments.
With your help, we will continue grow into a bigger
and better con. Sign up now!

See you next year for SNAFU Con 2014!

